The SSA SOCIETY successfully conducted its events and its annual cultural fest VIRSA in the year 2019 held at Thapar Institute of Engineering and Technology. It’s the platform where students got to know about Punjabi culture. The conveners took full charge of their respective events and spectators were mesmerized by the performance. Team’s enthusiasm toward the fest and society led to a series of splendid events with elegance and brilliance.

The pre fest events started in the month of April 2019 and main events was held in the October 2019

Following events were conducted by SSA SOCIETY

- Physiotherapy camp
- Khalsa aid event
- Blood donation
- Chabeel
- Virsa talks
- Jaggo and ethnic day
- Cultural eve
- Mela
- Gurpurab

A huge crowd was seen enjoying the event. Around 2000-2200 Thapar students were present during the event held in the oat and SBOP lawns ie 18th, 19th and 21st October 2019 and 450 -500 in the main auditorium ie 3rd October 2019

Thapar faculty’s presence also graced the event. Thapar security guards were duly assigned during the each event.

As regarding the event management there was a team of hardworking student to look at the various segments of the particular event. The stage and crowd was managed well by the management and discipline team during each event.

The arrangements were done well in the time, which included the backdrop and publicity flexes inside the college, the camera, light arrangements, stage setup, refreshments and hospitality arrangement for faculty and guests.

All the events concluded successfully and in time. The events discipline, being well maintained and precaution taken before hand led to the smooth conduct of the events.